THE LEFT BEHIND ACT OF 2022

IMPORTANT!!
IT IS IMPERATIVE YOU CAREFULLY READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS. THE INSTRUCTIONS ARE PREPARED UNDER CALIFORNIA STATE LAW AND MUST BE FOLLOWED EXACTLY.

PLEASE REMEMBER ALL SIGNERS MUST BE REGISTERED IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND IN THE COUNTY IN WHICH YOU ARE GATHERING SIGNATURES.

PLEASE EMAIL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS YOU MAY HAVE AT earlonne@choose1.org or yahya@choose1.org

THANK YOU TO ALL WHO TAKE THE TIME TO VOLUNTEER. TOGETHER WE CAN GET THIS INITIATIVE ON THE BALLOT AND END ONE OF THE MOST OPPRESSING LAWS IN CALIFORNIA!

PLEASE NOTE: EVERY SIGNATURE MUST BE VALID. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU GO TO VOTE.ORG AND TAKE 2 MINUTES TO REGISTER VOTERS ON THE SPOT.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CIRCULATION OF PETITION AND SIGNATURE COLLECTION

If you do not have access to the internet, these instructions, the Declaration Statement of Petition Circulator, and one copy of the Full Petition of the initiative can be sent to you…

These instructions consist of the following of the following topics:

- Getting Started
- Preparing to Collect Signatures
- Official Top Funders
- Sign the Section Sheets
- Complete and Send the Section Sheet

GETTING STARTED

Before collecting signature, complete the DECLARATION STATEMENT OF PETITION CIRCULATOR and send signed original to:

CHOOSE1
P.O. BOX 31022
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94604

Obtain one copy of:

Full petition of The Left behind Act of 2022

The Full Petition of the initiative consist of two parts:

The Full Text of Title and Summary and Official Top Funders

PREPARING TO COLLECT SIGNATURES

- Read the Title and Summary so you’ll be familiar with the major points for this initiative. When asked you must give an accurate description of the initiative.

- Purchase one clipboard and blue pens.

- Enter the name of the County where you are collecting signatures on the Section Sheet.
OFFICIAL TOP FUNDER

Every person who is circulating the petition has to show the OFFICIAL TOP FUNDER page to signers. Petition circulators should carry this sheet with them. This sheet is updated monthly. Go to www.choose1.org for more information.

SIGN THE SECTION SHEET

1. Section Sheets can only be signed by Registered Voters in the State of California. Before they sign, ask, “ARE YOU A REGISTERED VOTER IN CALIFORNIA?”

2. One Section Sheet per County. Only registered voters in the County designated at the top of the signature blocks can sign the Section Sheet. Before they sign ask, “IN WHICH COUNTY ARE YOU A REGISTERED VOTER?”

TIP: Complete a Section Sheet with other voters from that County and when complete, send to the Lead Circulator of that County.

WARNING If an individual signs a Section Sheet for a County where they are not a registered voter, the entire form will be disqualified, including all other signatures that were collected on the form.

3. If the registered voter has additional questions about the initiative, show them the Title and Summary for reference. You can also show them the FULL TEXT to read. Remember, you are required to provide this information to each person who ask.

4. Ensure that the individual signs (Section Sheets) with their full name (printed), signature, residence where registered to vote, and zip code. See example below.

All signers of this petition must be registered to vote in LOS ANGELES County

| 1. | Print Name: JULIUS ARNOLD | Residence Address ONLY: 1359 E. 76 ST |
|    | Signature:                | City: LOS ANGELES                  |

5. Before the individual leaves, ensure that the signature block is filled out completely and the residence address is located in the designated County.
6. Avoid stapling, folding, white-out, and scratch-out marks.

COMPLETE AND SEND THE SECTION SHEETS

1. Complete the Declaration of Circulator at the bottom of the Section Sheet. See example below.

DECLARATION OF CIRCULATOR (To be completed in circulator's own hand after the above signatures have been obtained.)

I, [full name], am 18 years of age or older.

My residence address is [full address]. I circulated this section of the petition and witnessed each of the appended signatures being written. Each signature on this petition is, to the best of my information and belief, the genuine signature of the person whose name it purports to be. All signatures on this document were obtained between the dates of [date range]. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

Signature of Circulator [signature]

Executed on [date], at [city or town], [state], [zip code].

2. Send the Section Sheet to the Lead Circulator for your County. An updated list will be available at:

choose1.org

If a Lead Circulator is not available in your County, return the Section Sheets directly to CHOOSE1 as follows:

CHOOSE1
P.O. BOX 31022
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94604